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Part 1    Background description

s stipulated under Article 4 of the Coast Guard Administration

Law, the mission of CGA includes executing fishery escort and

fishery resource maintenance work. The Executive Yuan Agriculture

Council is the department in charge of fishery policy and the Coast

Guard units assist to investigate on fishing boats that violate  pertinent

fishery administration law by evidence collecting, crackdown, and

indictment.  Yet with varied fishery scenario and resource characteris-

tics in the sea territories under the jurisdiction of various oceanfront

counties and municipalities, the varied stipulations and implementa-

tion in adjacent counties and municipalities have led to difficulties in

the Coast Guard's law enforcement, or even to the level of drawing

public ridicules.  In response to the public's demand, the article intends

to provide an in-depth analysis to relevant laws and regulations insti-

gated by the various county and municipal governments in the central

sea territories and to provide recommendation on implementation for

executing the work, intended as references to the execution unit.

Part 2    Stipulations pertaining to the near-coast fishing
ban

Fishing boats that use fine dragnet in near coast areas not only

cause a drastic reduction to the fish varieties, but the non-selective trap-

ping of trawler fishing boats not further deplete the fishery resources in

near coast areas for the mixed catch.  In order to maintain a sustainable

utilization of the fishery resources, the Fishery Administration Law has
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banned the use of dragnet for fishing in specific seawaters for many

years.  Some of which are briefly summarized as follows: 

I.  On April 10, 1967, the Taiwan Provincial Government promulgated

the "Dragnet fishing and fishing boat building management stipula-

tion, which stipulated that small dragnet fishing boats were banned

from operating within three nautical miles from shore, or beyond 100

nautical miles trespassing the military alert line and middle dragnet

fishing boats (from 50 to 300 tons) were banned from operating with-

in 12 nautical miles from shore or trespassing the military alert line.

II. On April 30, 1970, amendments were enlisted to Article 28 of the

Fishery Administration Law and on February 1, 1991, amendments

were enlisted o Article 9 of the Fishery Administration Law were

amended.  They  stipulated that "to develop or conserve aquatic

resources or in support of other essential public equity, the compe-

tent government agency when issuing fishery operating permit may

enlist restriction or provisions".  As a result, the competent govern-

ment agency when issuing the dragnet fishing license would enlist

the foresaid restrictive conditions of banding dragnet fishing within

the 3 or 12 nautical miles from shore.

III. In a move to bring more tangible measures to stipulations in areas

banned from dragnet fishing, the Executive Yuan Agriculture

Council had, on Nov. 24, 1999, referring to stipulations set forth

under par 4, Article 44 of the Fishery Administration Law, to prom-

ulgate a "Taiwan area dragnet fishing banned fishing site location

and related restrictive measures" through a public announcement,

reference Agriculture, Fishery No. 88635344.

(I)    It banned fishing boats less than 50 tons from operating within

three nautical miles from shore, and banned dragnet fishing boats

over 50 tons from operating within 12 nautical miles from shore.

(II)  Exceptional stipulations:  In addition, it also stipulated that

dragnet fishing may only be allowed in the wake of unique fish-

ery resources sought by a central-ruled municipality, county or

municipal government (such as the Sakura shrimps, red-tail

shrimps and so froth) by referring to the fishery environment

and oceanographic conditions, with due assessment made to

ensure that it does not hinder other fishery resources, which is

subject to operating guideline set forth under Article 51 of the

Fishery Administration Law and to be implemented pending

approval by the Executive Yuan Agriculture Council with

detailed data submitted.  In addition, during the peak mallet

fishing season, for logistics concerning the banned fishing sites

and pertinent operations against dragnet fishing, the Agriculture

Council had promulgated, on Oct. 30, 1999, through a public

announcement, ref. Agriculture, Fishery No. 88675410, the

"Mallet peak fishing season operating guide" as the guideline for

implementation . 

(III) Penalty clause:  Those that violate the foresaid near-coast drag-

net fishing ban, according to stipulations set forth under par 5,

Article 65 of the Fishery Administration Law, are punishable by

a punitive fine rated at (a range of NT$30,000 to NT$150,000)

over $30,000 and up to $150,0000.  And the principle governing

the penalty judgment is to be implemented as per a correspon-
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dence issued by the Executive Yuan Agriculture Council, ref.

Agriculture, Fishery No. 891321806, dated Dec. 13, 2000.

Part 3    The state of three-nautical-mile fishing permitted
in the waters of the central region

In the central sea territories, some of the counties and municipalities'

administration, according to stipulations set forth under par 1, Article 37

and par 3, Article 44 of the Fishery Administration Law, have set up rele-

vant whitefish and paddlefish fishery management rules for the whitefish

and paddlefish fishery resources within their respective sea territories.  With

the Executive Yuan Agriculture Council's deregulating whitefish and pad-

dlefish fishery, they are free of fishery catching except in the banned period

in their respective sea territories.  And the rest of the counties and munici-

palities that did not make the public announcement are to have their year

round whitefish and paddlefish fishery banned.

I. Counties and municipalities that deregulated fishery catching 
(I)    Hsinchu County:  Hsinchu County whitefish, paddlefish fishery

management rule

(II)   Hsinchu City:  Hsinchu City whitefish, paddlefish fishery man-

agement rule

(III) Taichung County:  Taichung County whitefish, paddlefish fish-

ery management rule

II. Fishing ban periods: from June 16 to September 15 of every year in

Taiwan's northern and western sea territories. 

III. Restrictions in the operating areas:  it is prohibited to operate in

waters 500 meters from shore.

IV. Others: All fishermen's associations have had a production and

distribution network set up, which is participated by fishing boats

sanctioned for operating whitefish and paddlefish fishery, with a

general operating agreement instigated by the various regional fish-

ermen's associations, gearing to manage the fishery catching vol-

ume, body length, and proportion of mixed catch.

(I) Yunlin County has launched a fishery reef fishing banning area by

stipulating that fishing boats fitted with dragnet are banned from

entering the fishery reef placement area, and violators are subject

to penalty cited under par 5, Article 65 of Article 10 of the Fishery

Administration Law.

(II) Miaoli County bans whitefish and paddlefish catching all year round,

and bans fishing boat light operations within six nautical miles.

Part 4    An analysis on issues of  illegal three nautical
mile dragnet fishing 

I. Current handling method:
A patrol vessel, when lodges in a report or comes across fishing

boats engaging in illegal dragnet fishing within three nautical miles from

shore, would first lock the position of the illegally operating fishing boat

with radar,  identify the boat's precise operating location using global

positioning system when found the boat to be within the tree nautical

miles, and the case is responded by and follow the procedure below,

(I)    Photograph taking and video filming of the entire process.

(II)  Aboard the ship for inspection and the record sheet filled out.

(III) Produce a written statement (to provide a chance for the violator

to depose opinions).
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(IV) Forward pertinent material evidence to competent government

authorities.

II. Factors that hinder the implementation:
(I) Difficulties in defining the three nautical miles from the shore and

sea county boundaries

With regard to the legally stipulated ban of dragnet fishing within

three nautical miles from shore, there is difficulty in boundary assess-

ment as hindered by the variations to the coastlines due to the low tide

and high tide marks as a a result of the tidal drop in the sea areas.

Besides, the lack of comprehensive surveys and zonings to the sea terri-

tories in nearby counties by the competent government authorities has

also marred law enforcement.  Though that the public report illegal

dragnet fishing boat operating cases to the Coast Guard's 118 hotline, it

is highly possible that the fishing boat had move on to beyond the three

nautical miles mark when the patrol boat arrived on the scene with full

speed. The patrol vessel's  persuasion and expelling often misleads the

public to reckon that the patrol boat had delayed the response in accom-

modating the illegal fishing boat, whereas the fishing boats are complain-

ing that the patrol boat was hindering their legal fishing operations. 

(II) Gathering and crackdown techniques

Regardless of the crackdown being conducted in daytime or at

night, the patrol boat's white haul and unique signature tend to cause

difficulty in the crackdown.  With information gathered indicates that it

only takes 10 minutes for CT-2 grade of fishing boats to round up and

put away the fishing net, or even in a shorter time, this has prevented

the patrol both from effectively gathering the facts upon getting close to

the boat, little else to issue indictment for forwarding to the competent

authorities for penalty judgment. 

(III) Administration jurisdictional task-sharing

In such similar cases, where the Coast Guard Administration ren-

ders support in the crackdown upon lodging in a case, and the regional

fishermen's association is to provide facilitation, the penalty judgment

that is presided by competent central or local fishery authorities tends

to create bias between evidence gathered and the penalty action issued. 

(IV) Varied implementation among the counties and municipalities

With varied implementation governing illegal dragnet fishing

within three nautical miles from shore by the various counties and

municipalities, some enforce strict crackdown, and others are some-

what lax in pursue of active crackdown responding to the public

demand.  The Coast Guard Administration's forwarding illegal cases to

the fishery agency in various county and municipal governments for

penalty judgments, where the circumstances call for penalty fine, or

affidavits, or partaking lecture, often lead to the fishermen's misinter-

preting the law enforcement officers with unfair penalty judgment and

file  grievance or protest against the execution agency.

Part 5    Recommendation for countermeasure strategy

The purpose of banning near-coast dragnet fishing which is

agreed by conservative groups and a majority of the local residents,

rests on protecting fishery resource.  A small number of fishermen's

personal selfish profit have done taking to whose own person gain can

not be tolerated by law or public interest.  Coast Guard personnel are

not to sway in their law enforcement determination simply because of
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the negative, opposing opinions of a small number of cases.  Yet the dif-

ficulties in the execution would also need to be reflected via viable

means as described below,

I. Flexible implementation in the vicinity of the three nautical
mile boundaries
(I) The Ministry of the Interior has not concluded defining the

parameters of county and municipal administrative sea territo-

ries, nor has the Fishery Administration issued formal public

announcement governing the boundary of three nautical miles

from shore or the boundaries governing the parameter of sea ter-

ritories in relation to the fishing rights of the various county and

municipal fishermen's associations.

(II) By taking to the objective of protecting the fishery industry, a soft

approach is to be adopted in crackdowns conducted at the bor-

ders of the three nautical mile part taking to an illegal crackdown

method and concept, and the action is to heed to expelling or

warning method.

II. Strengthen  evidence gathering and indictment procedure
(I) Cracking down illegal fishing within three nautical miles requires

gathering evidence by videotaping the entire process, taking clear

shots of the vessel haul, vessel name, number, net gears, and state of

fish varieties caught, backed by patrol boat's tracking device, boat

position lodged in by the GPS, and distance from shore as detected

by the radar rings, as well as the corresponding positions of the boat

to specific objects ashore or against tangible backdrops ashore.

(II) There is a necessity to produce random inspection record sheet

or indictment sheet by documenting the violation facts by going

with the six critical elements of who, why, when, where, what

and how and have the captain sign or fingerprint the report, or

describe whey the captain had refused giving whose signature.

(III) Of illegally caught fish varieties, it is prudent to gather the evi-

dence, produce interrogation records right on the scene, and

have the evidence gathered forwarded for lab work, and the

competent government authorities' judgment should take into

account the opinions given by the case parties involved. 

III. A stern law enforcement attitude with moderated tone of voice
The "Sea territorial law enforcement operating guide" and stan-

dard of procedure are (ot be) adopted in executing vessel boarding

inspection by taking to an earnest and moderated tone of voice by

informing the facts in rule violation, with evidence gathered through-

out the entire process. 

IV. Timely staging of legal/regulatory and execution training
(I) As stipulated under Article 44 of the Fishery Administration Law,

the administration actions for violations to central government

Video evidence gathering demand: The state
of dragnet fishing

Radars are used to measure the distance
from the shore

Video evidence gathering demand: The boat
name must be clear
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announced sea territorial resource management measures are to

be sought by the fishery licensing agency, and that for violations

against county or municipal governing agency issued public

announcements are to be sought by the agency issuing such pub-

lic announcement.

(II) To gather a manifest on legally licensed fishing boats within the

jurisdiction, and to validate the licensing document on the scene. 

V. Stepping up the fishermen's legal and policy awareness cam-
paigning
(I) As fishermen easily misunderstand stipulations against the fish-

ing gears, fishing law, fishing sites and banned fishing periods

that (tend to) lead to difficulty in law enforcement, it is prudent to

utilize opportunities to step up the awareness campaigning. 

(II) It is prudent to produce signage ,poster and placard with adequate

awareness description in a move to step up the communciaiton.

VI. Strictly enforcing law enforcement cautionary procedure
It is prudent to coordinate and resolve some of the legal and regu-

latory leery and the tangible method in crackdown and indictment with

competent central or local government authorities in order to alleviate a

set of law enforcement criteria, and with invitations extended to the

various regional fishermen's associations and fisherman representatives

to be present at the hearing in order to unify the steps of responses by

the host agency and facilitation agency. 

Part 6    Recapitulations

Fishery resources are a form of regenerative resource, and it is

best for us to avoid over utilization and stop hindering the regenera-

tion.  Hence, the resource conservation work should revolve around

reducing the pressure of over fishing the resources, expanding the fish-

ery resources, maintaining the order of the fishing sites, and instilling

the local residents with a conservation concept.  Only by deep-rooting

the conservation concept in people's hearts and by instilling a nation-

wide conservation consensus can the result of resource conservation

work be manifested.  In the Taichung Patrol Corps' patrol duty on

cracking down marine resource conservation work in the central

regional seas from 2005 had expelled a total of 168 sailings of mainland

fishing vessels, 914 persons/entries of mainland fishermen, with 110

mainland fishing boats with prior cases, 1,049 mainland fisherman, 18

cases of dragnet fishing within three nautical miles from shore.  The

Coast Guard Administration in an effort to enforce marine conservation

work has also issued duty personnel with relevant awareness cam-

paigning handbooks to campaign with mainland fishermen as per rele-

vant laws and regulations in a move to

showcase its determination in safe-

guarding the equity of the Taiwanese

fishermen and in upholding the securi-

ty of the seas, and urges the public to

report in via the 118 service hotline

when coming from any illicit action or

when in need of services from the Coast

Guard Administration. 

(The author is currently with the

third Coast Guard Corps in Taichung)

Video evidence gathering demand: A scenario
of fishing net gathering by illegal dragnet fishing

Video evidence gathering demand: Another
scenario of fishing net gathering by illegal
dragnet fishing boat




